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In the drug delivery field, interest goes to developing ‘intelligent’ nanoscopic particles that are capable of efficiently delivering biopharmaceuticals to target cells. These nanoparticle formulations should fulfill several requirements. Besides efficiently encapsulating the biopharmaceuticals, they also have to provide protection against degradation during the entire delivery process. Furthermore, the nanoparticles should not aggregate e.g. after intravenous injection. Nor should they release the therapeutic cargo while being suspended in the blood circulation or when traversing the extracellular space. Release of the biopharmaceuticals in many cases should only occur after being internalized in the target cells. Obtaining a better insight into the physicochemical and biophysical behaviour of the nanoparticles during the various phases of the delivery process is required to achieve efficient optimization of their structure and composition. For more than 10 years, our group has been exploring the use of advanced fluorescence microscopy methods for this purpose. This lecture will overview what we learnt regarding the use of light based methods (like fluorescence recovery after photobleaching-FRAP, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy-FCS, fluorescence Single Particle Tracking-fSPT) for the characterization of the behavior of nanomaterials in complex biological fluids like blood, sera, eye vitreous, lung mucus,… Special emphasis will be on a recently developed light based method which seems successful in a challenging application for which no alternative technique is currently available, namely the determination of the extent of vascular permeability which is an important parameter in the extravasation of nanomaterials from blood into the tissues.

Besides the use of light to measure critical steps in the delivery of drugs from nanomaterials we got a recent interest in the use of light to deliver biologically active compounds. Laser-induced photoporation, especially in combination with gold nanoparticles, is a physical method that is receiving increasing attention for delivering macromolecules in cells. By allowing gold nanoparticles to bind to the cell membrane, nanosized membrane pores can be created upon pulsed laser illumination. Depending on the laser energy, pores are created through either direct heating of the AuNPs or by vapour nanobubbles (VNBs) that can emerge around the AuNPs. In our hands photoporation seems to be very useful for efficient high-throughput macromolecular delivery in live cells.
Although we should always be on the lookout for novel yet unambiguous concepts and ideas that might shape the next generation of breakthrough technologies in drug delivery, the last part of this lecture will try to convince the audience that, in the end, simple materials and simple drug delivery concepts are urgently needed to make significant steps forward in drug delivery.
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